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Thank You

Thank you for supporting HonesReporting
Canada and our continued efforts!

Our Mission

FACEBOOK: @honestreportingcanada
INSTAGRAM: @honestreporting_canada
TWITTER: @HonestRepCanada
TIKTOK: HonestReporting Canada
LINKEDIN: HonestReporting Canada
RUMBLE: HonestReporting Canada
YOUTUBE: HonestReporting Canada
CONTACT US
Phone: (416) 915-9157
Email: info@honestreporting.ca
Mailing: P.O. Box 6, Station Q,
Toronto, Ontario
M4T 2L7

To ensure Israel is represented fairly and
accurately, HonestReporting Canada monitors
the media, exposes bias, promotes balance, and
affects change through education and action.
When media bias occurs, our worldwide base
of subscribers take action by contacting news
agencies, drawing errors to their attention and
requesting changes.
Media outlets, correspondents, and editors are
held accountable and are sensitized to the need
for factual, impartial and fair reporting.

Dear Friends,
Last month, after more than two and a half years, I was finally getting
on an airplane again. But I wasn’t off to backpack in the Himalayas, or
sun myself on a beach in the Mexico. Instead, I was off to Poland with
a group of about 70 largely Canadian participants as part of The Living
Legacy Experience, including a 94-year-old Holocaust survivor living
in Toronto.
The truth is, I never really wanted to visit Poland. I knew about the
Holocaust, having learned about it in my youth and at Jewish day
school. As far as I can recall, Holocaust education consisted of learning
about the Nazi’s Final Solution, the six million figure and some names
like Auschwitz, and perhaps some catchphrases like “Never Again”, but that’s all I could remember.
Since (I thought) that I knew enough about the Holocaust, what benefit really was there in going to Poland to
re-live the horrors? As it turns out, it’s the difference between dining at a restaurant and just reading the menu.
Our weeklong visit to Poland left no stone unturned, and we were able to experience both the vibrant pre-war life
of Poland’s 3.3 million Jews, who represented one-ninth of the country’s population, as well as the community’s
sudden and violent end at the hands of the Nazis and their collaborators.
Alongside the shock, anger and sadness, the question of how it could all happen never went away. And while
that question still vexes me, I have developed a great deal of clarity on what the task is for our generation to help
ensure such attrocities never replicate themselves.
Firstly, the realm of propaganda. The systematic mass slaughter of Jews did not begin in 1933, when Hitler came
to power, or even in 1939, at the onset of World War Two. It was only in 1941 that the large-scale murder of Jews
began in earnest. The Nazis spent the preceding years aggressively demonizing the Jewish people as rats and
subhuman, which made mass murder that much easier to carry out. Countless Jews died, not just at the hands
of the Nazis, but at the hands of their frequently all too enthusiastic local collaborators, whose viciousness often
matched that of the Germans.
Secondly, shining a light in the dark is essential. While there are disagreements as to when the Allied forces
learned about the Holocaust, and its specific details, it was an infuriating sight to visit the Mejdanek camp, where
tens of thousands of Jews met their death, and to see satellite photographs taken by the US Air Force flying
above the camp. Had those images become public, perhaps Western audiences would demand action, including
bombing the camps and potentially saving countless lives.
Today, while only a small percentage of people deny the Holocaust out of malice, according to recent surveys,
large and growing percentages of young people know next to nothing about it. Ignorance is at least as dangerous
as extremism, because it leaves people vulnerable to any message, including hateful ones.
At HonestReporting Canada, we’ve seen our fair share of anti-Israel disinformation, propaganda and outright
fabrication. And while I would hasten to clarify that anti-Israel content is not in itself antisemitic, some content
definitely veers well into that category.
While circumstances today are vastly different than they were 85 years ago, the fundamental reality has remained
the same for thousands of years: merchants of hate will define Jews, and Israel – the Jewish People as a collective
– however they want.
If they are to fail, it’s up to today’s Jews, and their incredible allies, to tell the truth and push back against hateful
disinformation. Otherwise, we give free reign to those who would defame the Jewish People, and history has
shown what can occur when we let that happen. The need is too great to simply let our enemies define us.
To read about how HonestReporting Canada has helped push back against anti-Israel disinformation and
promote the truth, please enjoy our Q2 Impact Report.
Thank you in advance for your partnership and patronage.
Sincerely,
Mike Fegelman
Executive Director
HonestReporting Canada
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HRC IN THE NEWS

Rebutting & Educating Through Traditional
Canadian Media
National Post: May 13, 2022

Times of Israel: May 9, 2022

Edmonton Journal: April 29, 2022

Ottawa Citizen: April 28, 2022

The Suburban: April 20, 2022
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ACTION ALERTS

Countering Canadian Anti-Israel Media Bias

April 8
CBC Publishes Opinion Column & Broadcasts
Radio Interview Whitewashing Palestinian
Terrorism
In an April 8 column for CBC Opinion entitled: “Palestinian
Winnipegger grateful for world’s response to Ukraine, though
it’s been painful to witness,” author Idris Elbakri attempted to
draw parallels between Ukraine and the Palestinians, and to
portray Israel as a menacing figure. CBC Information Radio,
hosted by Marcy Markusa, interviewed Elbakri based on his
column where he continued to sanitize Palestinian terrorism.

April 8
CBC News Headline Turns Palestinian Terrorist Into Victim
On April 8, CBC News published a Thomson Reuters article on its website with the
following headline: “Israeli forces shoot dead Palestinian after Tel Aviv bar attack”.
In one fell swoop, CBC managed to turn a Palestinian terrorist into a victim of alleged
aggressive Israeli actions, with readers who only saw these headlines concluding that a
presumably innocent Palestinian was killed.

Update: Subsequent to complaints sent to the CBC by HonestReporting Canada
and our subscribers, we take note that CBC has amended its headline which now
acknowledges that Israeli forces killed a “suspected attacker”.
While the CBC chose to not identify the Palestinian terrorist as a terrorist, which is
deeply regretful in its own right, at the very least this headline no longer misleads
readers into thinking that Israeli forces killed a presumably innocent Palestinian civilian.

April 8
CBC National Fails To Label Palestinian Attack Terrorism,
But Calls ISIS Terrorists
On April 7, CBC The National aired a segment by co-host Adrienne Arsenault who
reported on the latest terrorist attack in Tel Aviv, which saw 3 Israelis murdered,
and several more wounded.
In the report, Arsenault (former CBC Middle East Bureau Chief) failed to call the
Palestinian terrorist-attacker a terrorist. In what smacks as a complete double
standard, Arsenault concluded her report by calling ISIS terrorists.
2022 SECOND QUARTER IMPACT
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April 18
CBC Reporter Produces Biased Coverage of Al-Aqsa Mosque Riots
In covering the Palestinian-Arab riots at the Al Aqsa Mosque on April 15, CBC News
journalist Saša Petricic produced two reports from Washington; each of which featured this
reporter’s opinion disguised as news and which contained misleading accounts of casualty
figures in recent weeks. We have filed a complaint with CBC News bringing our concerns to
our public broadcaster’s attention.

April 18
Canadian Muslim Group Blames Israel For Violent Palestinian
Rioting
The National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM), published a condemnation
from the violence over the holidays of Passover, Easter and Ramadan, but rather
than pointing the finger at the Palestinian perpetrators who committed the
violence, it opted to blame Israel.
In an eblast and social media campaign sent on April 15, the NCCM wrote:
“Earlier this morning, as hundreds were completing fajr prayers at Al Aqsa
Mosque, Israeli soldiers attacked with rubber bullets, stun grenades and
beatings with police batons. 150 worshippers were injured.”

April 19
Journal de Montréal Publishes Misleading Headline on Current
Conflict with Palestinians
Le Journal de Montréal published an article with the headline “Exchanges of fire
between the Gaza Strip and Israel”. This headline was highly misleading and failed to
explain that Palestinian terrorists from Gaza FIRST launched a rocket at Israel which
then led to an Israeli counterstrike on a Hamas weapons site in the Gaza Strip.
In response to this headline, our Digital Director, Rick Firth wrote to Le Journal de
Montréal asking that they fix their headline to better inform its readers of the real
story on the ground.

April 20
Deputy Leader of NDP Spreads Falsehoods About
Al-Aqsa Mosque Rioting
On April 19, Alexandre Boulerice, Deputy Leader of the NDP, posted a
message to his 29,000 Facebook followers in French, claiming Israeli forces
were “attacking” innocent Muslims and the Al-Aqsa Mosque during Ramadan,
to rid “Jerusalem of its Muslim and Christian heritage” and to “clear space” for
alleged Jewish extremist groups to move into what he regards as “Palestine,”
but is actually sovereign Israeli territory and Israel’s capital city.
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April 20
Queen’s Journal Editorial Accuses University’s Student
Union of Being Insufficiently Anti-Israel, Promotes BDS
An April 8 editorial in the Queen’s Journal by one of the newspaper’s
Editors in Chief, Shelby Talbot, “The AMS should be ashamed of its
treatment of Palestinian students,” took the university’s student
union, the Alma Mater Society (AMS), to task for what it considers its
insufficient support for the Palestinian cause.
In attempting to make its case, however, the editorial was rife with
half-truths and otherwise egregious disinformation about Israel.

April 21
CBC Spreads Falsehood That “Palestinians Threw Rocks In
Response” To Israeli Police Actions
In covering the continued rioting by Palestinian-Arab extremists on the
Temple Mount compound and within the Al-Aqsa Mosque, CBC spread
the falsehood that “Palestinians threw rocks in response” to Israeli police
actions, whereas the inverse was only true.

April 26
Subsequent to HonestReporting Canada’s complaint to CBC News sent
on April 21, our public broadcaster has corrected its previously false
reporting that “Palestinians threw rocks in response” to Israeli Police
action, by reversing the chronology of events. As well, per HRC’s request,
CBC also covered recent Palestinian rocket attacks against Israeli civilians.

April 25
University Professor In Calgary Spreads Anti-Israel
Disinformation on Al Jazeera
In an opinion article published on Qatar-based Al Jazeera, “The cause,
and the goal, of Israeli violence,” Mark Muhannad Ayyash, an Associate
Professor of Sociology at Calgary’s Mount Royal University, attempted
to weave together anti-Israel disinformation and a wholesale rewriting
of history into a single pop sociological lecture. Ayyash referred to
Israel’s “attack on Palestinian worshipers at the Al-Aqsa Mosque,” and
attempted to frame it as part of Israel’s identity, built “on a foundation
of settler colonial sovereignty.”

2022 SECOND QUARTER IMPACT
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April 25
Concordia University Student Newspaper
Whitewashes Anti-Israel Rally
An article published in The Link, Concordia University’s student
newspaper, entitled “Palestinian Montrealers protest Israeli police
raids on al-Aqsa Mosque”, contained a number of instances
of misinformation, half-truths, and problematic quotes from
demonstration participants, which were repeated uncritically. It
also featured a number of quotes from participants, who spread
hateful disinformation about Israel.

April 27
CBC Delegitimizes Israeli Sovereignty in Jerusalem
CBC News refuses to accept Israeli sovereignty in Jerusalem to
the point that it issued a correction for reporting that the Al Aqsa
Mosque was one of Israel’s holiest sites.
CBC broadcasted the following correction: “Yesterday we reported
on a confrontation between Israeli forces and Palestinians at the
Al-Aqsa Mosque. We described it as one of Israel’s holiest sites.
In fact, the site is in occupied East Jerusalem.”

May 1
CBC Radio Sanitizes Hateful Nature of Al Quds Day Rally
The annual hate fest known as the Al Quds Day rally regularly espouses
virulent antisemitism, incitement to violence, glorification of terrorism
and open celebrations of the massacres of Jews.
In covering the event which has been roundly condemned by Canadian
politicians and which is known for giving platforms for hate speech, CBC
implicitly framed the rally as being an innocuous and a peaceful protest.
On the morning of Sunday May 1st, CBC Radio reported on the Al Quds
Day rally in Toronto, but instead of providing context to its listeners
about the toxic agenda and bigoted statements made by past and
present participants, CBC presented the rally as being benign in nature
and ignored the serious concerns of Canada’s Jewish and pro-Israel
community.
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May 3
CBC Promotes Anti-Israel Film As Part Of Jewish
Heritage Month
To commemorate Jewish Heritage Month, CBC announced it was adding five
new Jewish-themed films to its online streaming service, CBC Gem. One of
the new films, My Tree, by filmmaker Jason Sherman, chronicles his search
for a tree planted in Israel in honour of his Bar Mitzvah. CBC describes the
film as follows: “A Canadian searches for the tree that was planted in his
name in Israel many years earlier. When he discovers that it stands on the
remains of an Arab village, he is forced to question his own culpability.”

May 10
McGill Tribune Continues Anti-Israel Coverage;
Uncritically Quotes Student Activist Who Claims
Only Donors Oppose Pro-Palestinian Policy
On May 4, the student newspaper at McGill University published
an article, “Student activists protest SSMU decision to drop
Palestine Solidarity Policy,” covering issues related to a March 21
vote on campus in support of the Palestine Solidarity Policy.
The Palestine Solidarity Policy, which called on the Students’
Society of McGill University (SSMU) to regularly engage in antiIsrael posturing on campus, passed despite seeing only a tiny
number of eligible students vote.

May 13
PostMedia Papers Publish Clarification: Who Killed Palestinian
Journalist Unknown
On May 12, the National Post and many PostMedia newspapers, published a
Washington Post wire brief which carried an unverified claim in its headline
asserting that: “Israeli forces kill Al Jazeera journalist,” while the lead paragraph
claimed that: “Israeli forces killed a Palestinian-American journalist for the Al
Jazeera news network in the West Bank on early Wednesday, according to the
network and the Palestinian Health Ministry.” We brought these concerns to the
attention of PostMedia editors, who, to their credit, immediately recognized this
serious error and took corrective action by publishing this clarification on May
13.
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May 13
Globe and Mail Amends Headline Describing Mahmoud
Abbas As “Palestine” President
On May 12, the Globe and Mail published a Reuters article to its website
with the following headline: “Palestine’s president blames Israel for Al
Jazeera reporter’s killing.”
The article itself referred to Abbas as the Palestinian President, not
“Palestine’s” president. It does so, because, while the Palestinians
desire statehood, they are not yet a state and therefore, to refer to the
Palestinian territories as Palestine, is premature and incorrect.
We brought these concerns to the Globe’s attention, which, to its credit,
immediately amended the headline to refer to Abbas as the Palestinian
President.
We thank the Globe and Mail for taking corrective action.

May 16
Toronto Star Op-Ed by Tony Burman Blames Israel for
Al Jazeera Journalist’s Killing
In an opinion article, “The killing of Shireen Abu Akleh in the West Bank
spotlights danger faced by both journalists and Palestinians,” Tony
Burman brazenly used the tragic and accidental death of 51-year-old
Shireen Abu Akleh, an Al Jazeera journalist, to disseminate anti-Israel
misinformation.

May 18
Subsequent to our May 16 alert about how Toronto Star
commentator Tony Burman accused Israel of killing Al Jazeera
journalist, Shireen Abu Akleh, an HonestReporting Canada subscriber
was published in the Star on May 18 refuting his claims.

May 16
Concordia Student Newspaper Column Accuses
Israel of Murdering Palestinian Journalist
In a May 15 opinion column in The Link, Concordia University’s
student newspaper, entitled “A vigil for Shireen Abu Akleh,”
author Anthony Issa covered a pro-Palestinian rally in Montreal,
which was ostensibly in memory of Abu Akleh. Instead, however,
his column spewed a litany of anti-Israel disinformation,
unfounded allegations, and pure factual inaccuracies in covering
the death of Abu Akleh.
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May 16
Toronto Hip-Hop & Entertainment Group Disseminates
Misinformation About Israel on Instagram
6ixBuzz, a self-described “Hip-Hop & Canadian Entertainment” group, with
an Instagram following of over 2.1 million people, decided to insert itself as a
reliable source of information on news in the Middle East, specifically with Israel,
the Palestinians, and related to the killing of Al-Jazeera journalist, Shireen Abu
Akleh.
On May 13, without any context, 6ixBuzz posted to its website and Instagram
account, claiming not only that Israeli forces shot and killed Shireen Abu Akelh,
but that they also attacked people carrying her casket.

May 19
After Omitting Antisemitism from 2022
Winter Webinar Series & Apologizing, Toronto
Metropolitan University (formerly Ryerson)
Delivers on Promise of New Program
We are pleased to report that Toronto Metropolitan University
has indeed followed through with its promise, after ommitting
combating antisemitism from its Winter 2022 lecture series,
by creating a new Generous Futures program, entitled
‘Antisemitism Online’ that took place online on May 31, 2022.
We thank Toronto Metropolitan University for delivering on its
promise of creating this important program.

May 20
CTV News Ottawa Broadcasts Extreme AntiIsrael Accusations by High School Students
On the morning of Wednesday, May 18, a group of students
in an Ottawa Catholic high school staged a walk-out protest
against Israel. The incident, which took place at St. Francis
Xavier High School was covered by CTV News Ottawa.
The broadcaster allowed itself to be a platform for the
dissemination of extreme anti-Israel disinformation,
including accusations of occupation and genocide from
the grade 11 students. While CTV News Ottawa has every
right to cover this student walkout, by failing to challenge,
or at the very least, provide relevant context in the face of
the extreme and false claims made by some of the student
protesters, the broadcaster failed in its duty to provide fair
and accurate reporting.
2022 SECOND QUARTER IMPACT
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May 20
Saltwire Deletes Letter Which Falsely Claimed Israel
Withdrawing Jews From Hebron
On May 20, Saltwire, which is the home for hundreds of journalists and 27
media titles across the East Coast, published a letter which erroneously claimed
that Israel’s parliament (Knesset) voted to withdraw Jewish people from the city
of Hebron; it also featured a false quote attributed to Israeli Prime Minister
Naftali Bennett.
HRC notified Saltwire and called for this letter to be immediately unpublished.
During a phone conversation between HRC and Saltwire editors, Saltwire
recognized the errors contained in this letter and took immediate action by
unpublishing the letter. We thank Saltwire for the prompt and swift action it
undertook.

May 23
Toronto Star Corrects Column Claiming Israel Has Killed 45
Journalists, Including Palestinian Al Jazeera Reporter
On May 13, the Toronto Star published a commentary to its website by Shireen
Salti, former executive director of the Canadian Arab Institute, entitled: “The
legacy of Palestinian journalist Shireen Abu Akleh will live on”. In her op-ed,
Ms. Salti wrote that the “… trail-blazing Palestinian journalist, was killed by an
Israeli soldier while reporting on an Israeli army “ and ”Abu Akleh was the 45th
journalist killed by Israeli soldiers since 2000.”

May 24

In response to our complaint, the Toronto Star edited this column by adding
a statement from Al Jazeera blaming Israel for Abu Akleh’s killing, as well as
including additional details of the investigation. Furthermore, the number of
journalists who have been killed was attributed to the International Federation
of Journalists, but which does not blame, nor state as fact, that Israel was
responsible for all 47 deaths. Importantly, based on the corrective action taken,
the Star acknowledges that it’s wrong to definitively claim that Israeli soldiers
killed this Palestinian journalist and it’s wrong to assert that Israel has killed 45
journalists.

Canadian Media Headlines Say Palestinian Teen
Killed In Israeli Raid; Ignore That He Was
a Terrorist
Five of Canada’s largest news outlets (CTV, CBC, The Globe
and Mail, The Toronto Star, and CP24) covered the story of
how 17-year-old Palestinian, Amjad al-Fayyed, was killed near
the town of Jenin.
All five news organizations ignored or downplayed crucial
facts of the story, such as how the teen was a member of the
Islamic Jihad terror group and was likely engaged in hostilities
against IDF forces and, by omission, portrayed the Palestinian
teen as an innocent civilian killed by Israeli forces.
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May 27
CBC and CPAC Broadcast Anti-Israel Radical Crashing Press
Conference and Spewing Hatred
On May 25, Justice Minister David Lametti held a press conference on the
constitutional rights of minorities in Quebec. Halfway through the press
conference, Justice Minister Lametti was interrupted by a radical anti-Israel
activist.

May 31

Instead of cutting away from this radical interrupting the press conference, CBC
News gave the anti-Israel activist a national platform to spew disinformation,
falsehoods, and anti-Israel hatred for over 2 minutes. On top of this, CPAC, a TV
channel dedicated to political and governmental affairs, uploaded the entirety of
the press conference, including the interruption, to its YouTube page, which has
over 110,000 subscribers.

HRC Prompts CTV To Correct False Claim That Palestinian Journalist
Killed By Israeli Gunfire
On May 29 and 30 respectively, CTV News Edmonton published a report and a
corresponding broadcast segment entitled: “Edmonton memorial mass honours
Palestinian journalist killed by Israeli forces.”
CTV’s article claimed she was “shot during an Israeli military raid” and the broadcast report
stated that she was “shot and killed by Israeli forces earlier this month.”
In truth, the veracity of the matter is still unknown. There’s no concrete evidence which
confirms that Israeli forces killed this Al Jazeera journalist.
HonestReporting Canada liaised with senior executives at CTV News calling for immediate
corrective action to remedy these serious errors. We are pleased to report that
subsequent to our action, CTV News broadcast the following on-air clarification on May 31:
“A clarification earlier this week. CTV News reported on a vigil here in Edmonton for a
Palestinian journalist killed on the job. We reported that she was killed by Israeli forces,
when in fact, it’s still in dispute as to who is responsible for her death. We sincerely regret
this error.”

June 1
SFU Student Newspaper Publishes Disinformation-laden
Article About Anti-Israel Student Council Vote
A May 30 news article by The Peak, an independent student newspaper
at Simon Fraser University (SFU) entitled: “SFSS passes Palestinian Issues
Policy,” was filled with inaccuracies and outright misinformation relating to
Israel.
The article covered a student council meeting, which passed a Palestinian
Issues Policy. Regrettably, the article was filled with misinformation,
ranging from referencing “the war crimes carried out against Palestine by
the state of Israel” and “the Israeli occupation of Palestine,” among others.
2022 SECOND QUARTER IMPACT
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June 2
Concordia Student Newspaper Covers Fringe Anti-Israel
Protest & Gives Uncritical Coverage to Baseless Claims
A May 28 article by The Link, an independent student newspaper at Concordia
University in Montreal, entitled “Protesters gather in support of Palestinian
prisoners on hunger strike,” was vaguely written, and lacking context, leading to
readers of The Link being given a false impression.
For example, The Link quoted a pro-Palestinian activist and organizer of the
rally, who told the newspaper that the prisoners “do not have access to legal
representation.” This is false. The two prisoners, despite the serious threat
that Israel evidently sees in them, enjoy visits from their legal representation
and have also been taken care of in Israeli civilian hospitals, paid for by Israeli
taxpayers.

June 3
Canadian Anti-Israel Detractor’s Original Account No Longer
Exists On TikTok
On February 1, HonestReporting Canada put out an Action Alert, calling on our
followers, to report Canadian anti-Israel detractor, Firas al-Najim, for spewing
antisemitism, hate speech and intimidating Jews on his TikTok account.
We are pleased to report that with the help of the entire HonestReporting
Canada community, the original account from Firas al-Najim, which had a
following of over 8,000 people, and which hosted multiple antisemitic videos,
no longer exists on TikTok.

June 7
HRC Prompts CBC To Correct False Claim That
Palestinians Were “Driven Out Of Their Country”
On May 16, HonestReporting Canada filed a complaint with CBC
Manitoba regarding an article entitled: “Palestinians rally in Winnipeg
on Sunday, marking anniversary of displacement,” which contained
inaccurate and unfair information.
The article reported that Nakba Day is “the anniversary (that) marks the
day hundreds of thousands of Palestinians fled or were driven out of
their country in the war over Israel’s creation in 1948.”
We called on CBC to take immediate corrective action and we are pleased
that they upheld our concerns by amendeding the story to read “driven
from their homes” instead.
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HRC WORKSHOP FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATORS

Unpacking Israel and
Modern-Day Antisemitism

The Role Of Media In Antisemitism
On June 7, HRC Executive Director Mike Fegelman, spoke in
the third part of this workshop series that provided educators
with a clear understanding of Jewish identity and how
language, religion, and land connect the Jews of the Diaspora.
The progression of antisemitism in history was explored and
educators left with a better understanding of the impact that
antisemitism is having on students.
The role that media plays in antisemitism was the topic of
Mike Fegelman’s presentation, which also examined and
explained how the media contributes to misinformation.

2022 SECOND QUARTER IMPACT
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MEDIA BIAS WORKSHOPS
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First, let us say, thank you!
Since our inception, we’ve made an exponential
impact in countering antisemitism and anti-Israel bias
by standing on the front lines and tackling ignorance,
exposing hate and combating intolerance.
Working with you, our 50,000 subscribers, our
educational initiatives have combatted the pernicious
targeting of Jews and the nation state of the Jewish
people, both recipients of hatred, double standards,
and contempt.
Every donation made allows us to dedicate more
time and more resources to our important cause.
Thanks to your patronage and partnership, our work
is enabled.
Please support our vital campaign to find 1,000
new monthly donors to support our efforts to fight
media bias against Israel. We can’t do it without
you.

Please donate now at:
https://honestreporting.ca/monthlydonate/
2022 SECOND QUARTER IMPACT
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